
Recognizing the Report by the GS … the alarming report by the CSD… , the latest
report by the Club of Rome…. 
the Parties of the Conference mayshould decide to provide sufficient
resources to organize within the next 2 years an Earth Governance Tribunal
Trial* to:

1) identify the responsibilities forregarding the failure to achieve the central goals of
the UNCED, namely achieving: 

• global fairness
• Lebensfreundlichkeit / “entitlement for a healthy and productive

life in harmony with nature” (Rio-Declaration, Principle 1)
• p  Precautionary Pprinciple 

with special emphasis to further investigate: 
a)+ the role of the predominant economic model based on growth, competition and
global trade  
b)+ the consequences of preveiling lifestyles the lifestyle of the „global consumer
class“ 
c)+ the effects of the current methods of political decision making 

22) to request consequences for those responsible for the failure

      
33) to recommend proposals for change towards all states and all people for change,
which ought to be realizable with the support of a qualified majority of humankind.
    
Especially and , for the benefit of a global fair by example transformation :  
to recommend the   
introducingtion of a 'resource-based-economy' builtbased on interchangeable
globally tradable, personal natural- resource-allowances ("Human Right Declaration",
Resolution 41/128 UN, in respect to 'development as a general cosmopolitan
privilege'),. sStarting with on the rudiments of 'Ecological Footprint'
aiming at,we consider this system as the right aim to ending overshoot and to
fostering humanitarian progress.
 

* similar to the Russel-Tribunals. An independent, non- gogovernmental tribunal
which seeks to answer critical questions oppressed (ignored?) by state powers
(originally relating to war-crimes) using the format and standards of a fair legal trial,
even if it has not authorized the power to impose any sanctions. 

Die dt. Ausgangsversion : 



Recognizing the Report by the GS … the alarming report by the CSD… , the latest
report by the Club of Rome…. 
the Parties of the Conference may decide to provide sufficient resources to
organize within the next 2 years an Earth Governance Trial* to

1) identify the responsibilities for the failure to achieve the central goals of the
UNCED namely achieving 

• global fairness
• Lebensfreundlichkeit / “entitlement for a healthy and productive

life in harmony with nature” (Rio-Declaration, Principle 1)
• Precautionary Principle 

with special emphasis to investigate 
+ the role of the predominant economic model based on growth, competition and
global trade  
+ the consequences of the lifestyle of the „global consumer class“ 
+ the effects of the current methods of political decision making 

2) request consequences for those responsible for the failure
      
3) recommend proposals towards all states and all people for change, which ought to
be realizable with the support of a qualified majority of humankind.
    
Especially and for example by  
introducing a resource-economy built on globally tradable, personal resource-
allowances, starting with Ecological Footprint,
aiming at ending overshoot and fostering humanitarian progress. 

* similar to the Russel-Tribunals. An independent, non govermental tribunal which
seeks to answer critical questions oppressed by state powers (originally relating to
war-crimes) using the format and standards of a fair legal trial, even if it has not the
power to impose any sanctions. 


